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ABSTRACT

This paper explains the way of unification of flame and smoke detection algorithms by merging the common steps into a single processing flow. Scenario, discussed in the current manuscript, considers using fixed surveillance cameras that allows using background subtraction to detect changes in a scene. Due to imperfection of background subtraction, foreground pixels, belonging to the same real object, are often separated. These pixels are united by morphological operations. All pixels are then labelled by connected components labelling algorithm, and tiny objects are removed since noticeable smoke and flames are to be detected. All the previous steps are processed only once, and then separate smoke and flame parts are started which use the same input image obtained after removing tiny objects. Smoke detection includes colour probability, boundary roughness, edge density, and area variability filtering processes. Flame detection uses colour probability, boundary roughness, and area variability filtering. Preliminary results show that applying unification to smoke and flame detection algorithms makes processing time similar to a single smoke detection algorithm if smoke and flame are processed in parallel. If the whole algorithm is implemented on a single thread, processing time is still lower comparing to running smoke and fire detection without unification. The result of unified processing part can also be used as input for multiple tasks of intelligent surveillance systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are many tasks surveillance systems are designed to solve. The most crucial ones for human safety include detecting drastic changes of the state of the environment, such as flash flood, fire, and smoke. In traditional surveillance systems (SS), a computer gathers video sequences from remote cameras via, for example, Internet connection and displays on the screen the original video. This system may work well when a few cameras are needed to be monitored. If number of cameras if large, an operator is not able to monitor all of them, and there is a probability that a person will miss an accident. To cope with this problem, intelligent surveillance system (ISS) should be used that can detect accidents by itself. ISS can be described as SS where gathered video sequence is processed to decide whether any special event occured. According to this decision, special actions may be triggered. If more than one camera is used and video stream is automatically analyzed, such ISS becomes the distributed machine vision system. In Intelligent Systems Laboratory (ISLab) at University of Ulsan, ISS is under development that covers a wide range of surveillance tasks from intruder and illegal parking detection to recognition of smoke and flames [1]. The system should be able to run several tasks at a time with appropriate frame rate.

In order to decrease processing time, not only parallel processing can be applied, but the unification
of common processing steps should be introduced to the system as well. This manuscript explains the latter approach when smoke and flame detection algorithms were interwined into a new one. Since a set of sensors at ISS is limited by digital cameras working in visible wave range, algorithms are designed to work at daytime only. Another feature of ISS is that all sequences are received from a fixed camera.

When fire occurs in the scene, flame usually occupies a small area, but produces big amount of smoke for most burning materials. In some situations, such a fire in a forest, flames can spread far before they become visible from a distance. At the same time, burning trees produce noticeable volumes of smoke. Thus, smoke plays the role of early alarm starter when there are no flames visible yet. Current work is based on smoke detection algorithm introduced in [2]. The fact that a camera is fixed made it possible initial detection of changes in the scene via background subtraction technique. In [2], authors could achieve performance using a single CPU that was enough to react on events with appropriate speed. Research on smoke detection was also done by [3] where authors used wavelet transform to analyse frequency characteristics of smoke. Authors in [4] used AdaBoost algorithm and local binary patterns which were improved in their work. According to results presented in [4], existence of smoke can be detected, but researchers did not mention how fast the algorithm is. Another authors also used background subtraction [6], [7], [5] offered to use the infra-red sensor. In order to decrease processing time, FPGA was utilized in [8]. Fire detection approach is based on [10] with minor changes.

II. SMOKE AND FLAME DETECTION ALGORITHM

This section explains the algorithm of smoke and flame detection for a fixed camera. The main steps are depicted in Figure 1. Training parts are done offline in advance and do not affect processing time. Steps placed on the blue background are processed just once for both smoke and flame parts. Also, flame part is divided into red and blue flames because they require different training data. The green part of the algorithm are steps that should be performed separately. In systems with multiple processor cores, steps on the green background can be ran independently.

A. Unified Processing

After the input image is received, it is possible to use background subtraction to distinguish moving objects and static ones. This approach exempts from the false positives.

Figure 1. Proposed algorithm

Give by sky regions, bright red or blue objects, and lane markings. Background subtraction was performed using approach explained in [9]. In there sult, the foreground image was obtained (Figure 2(b)) where many pixels belonging to the same moving region were separated. To unit the min to the same blob, two morphology operations should be applied to the foreground mask: opening and closing [12]. A saresult, most of separated parts of moving objects were connected to the same region as shown in Figure 2(c). For the further analysis, foreground pixels, refined by morphology operations, should be united into blobs by connected components labelling (CCL) methods. Very small objects (less than 1% of frame dimension) are removed then because they usually represent noise in the video.
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B. Smoke Detection

After the unified processing part is finished, it is required to start a separate process for smoke detection.

In order to apply the next step of the algorithm, it is required to train the system. The smoke training database was gathered for different lighting conditions to depict smoke colour.

Images of the database were united into a single one, and for all the pixels probability density functions (PDF) of normal
\[ C_i(x, y) = e^{2(\sigma_i)^2} \] (2)

Distributions were built for red (R), green (G), and blue (B) channels of the RGB colour space as shown in Figure 3. Mean and variance values were obtained for each of the PDFs. For distributions were built for red (R), green (G), and blue (B) channels of the RGB colour space as shown in Figure 3. Mean and variance values were obtained for each of the PDFs.

Figure 2. Smoke detection example for low-resolution image: (a) Input image; (b) Background subtraction; (c) Morphology transformations; (d) Colour probability of the blue channel; (e) Binarized intersection of probabilities; (f) Edges; (g) Result image.

Example, µG and σG are the mean and variance values for the green channel respectively. Using the original RGB image, the 3-channel image is formed:
\[ E(x, y) = [R(x, y), G(x, y), B(x, y)]^T \] (1)

Where x and y are the coordinates of pixels in the image. T is the transpose operation. At this step, by using training data, it is possible to say how high the probability that the current pixel belongs to a smoke region. (2) can do it:

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following hardware was used: Intel i7 4720HQ CPU,
16 GB DDR3 RAM. Software was written in C++ using Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 and ran in Microsoft Windows.

Figure 5: Flame detection example: (a) Input image; (b) Background subtraction; (c) Morphology transformations;

Figure 6: Smoke_detection_at_night:(a)Input image;(b)Background subtraction;(c)Result_image.

All thresholds were tuned heuristically in order to achieve the best results in all test files. For the smoke and fire videos, the open access dataset was used [11]. Table I shows that the method presented in this paper could achieve about 57 frames per second (fps) utilizing i7 CPU for 320x240 image where the separate smoke, red flame, and blue flame parts were processed each on its separate CPU thread. Since all videos in the dataset are stored at low resolution, they were enlarged in order to test how the frame size affects processing time. Videos at 640x480 pixels resolution was working at 22 fps. Processing time significantly increased at 1280x720 pixels resolution mostly due to slow colour probability part. 8.8 fps can be still applicable for video surveillance; however, the algorithm will not be suitable for FullHD videos. There is a good way of improving speed by using GPU to calculate colour probability because each pixel can be processed independently. OpenCV 3 functions for edge detection and morphology operations performed faster that custom-made code. If there is no possibility to run algorithm in parallel, then processing time is increased to 25.652 ms that is still lower than 35.035 if there is no unification exist for smoke and red flame detection. Also, unification result is used by other parts of IS Lab ISS ΔAi =I (10) [1]. That makes it useful for multiple tasks integration. True Positive rate for both smoke and flames is 0.901 while, for where Ai and Ai-1 represent the flame area in current and previous frames respectively. To do that, flame blobs in two Example in [7] authors could achieve 0.964. The better the recording quality results the higher detection rate. The current version of algorithm cannot efficiently deal with smoke or flame detection at night. Smoke is not visible; flame colour becomes totally white due to incorrect automatic exposure of a camera. For example, using [13] the background subtraction algorithm failed to successfully separate moving smoke clouds as shown in Figure 6 (b). Additionally, some blobs, extracted by the background subtraction, could not be recognized (Figure 6(c)) because the system was trained for smoke colour characteristics at daytime.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the unified smoke and flame detection algorithm for intelligent surveillance system was explained. Unification of some processing steps and using threads on CPU decreased processing time for three tasks (smoke, red flame, blue flame) drastically. In future work, some of steps will be reconsidered to be processed on GPU. In the current version of the method, parameters were determined according to results of multiple tests heuristically. In real implementation, parameters should be automatically changed according to different weather and lightning conditions. In future work, this kind of adjustment will be introduced.
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